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The main theme for ACT in 2016 was Foundation!  As part of our Strategic Plan 2016-2020, called 

ACT 2020, different priorities have been looked at in 2016 to re-discover and re-build some of ACT’s 

foundations; 

At an International Level great progress was made to complete the 

transition of becoming an independent development organisation. The 

board met three times to complete the revision of ACT’s constitution and 

governance documents to reflect the new structure of ACT. One of those 

meetings took place in Sweden, Orebro, going back to the place where ACT 

was birthed almost 35 years ago. By meeting Lars Molin, the founder of 

ACT, and other long-term supporters in Sweden, ACT’s roots and Swedish 

registration was revitalised which will help ACT to establish its Head Office 

well in Sweden. Together with the first ACT Support Office being opened in 

the UK strong foundations and networks have been laid for ACT’s future.

At a Country Office level ACT continued its operations in Tunisia which remains at the core of what we 

want to be; an organisation that seeks to bring transformation in the lives of people that have lost hope, 

suffer inequality or have been excluded from society. Throughout 2016 we have gone through a series 

of conversations as ACT staff to explore how we do that best and identified 6 foundational principles/

approaches and believe that our Transformational Development work should aim to be (1) Faith-based, 

(2) Value-driven (3) People-focused, (4) Sustainable, (5) Holistic and (6) be a Life-Style. In addition we 

strengthened our operational foundations by revising our Operation Manual and updating our Security 

Plans.

All of this to support our staff to be ‘agents of change’ when they meet the female inmates in 

prison, when they visit the poor farmers in the arid South of Tunisia, when they encourage 

the parents of children with special needs or while supporting the ward nurse attending 

to a cancer patient. Some of their stories are captured in this Annual Report which 

lists the work in our different sectors. I hope they inspire you reading them  

and please visit our renewed website (www.actdev.org)  

to learn more about the work of ACT.

Thanks to and together with a group of passionate ACT staff, 

our local and international partners, donors, supporters, 

board and many friends we are looking forward to 2017 

and beyond in which we want to (re)start building  

on those foundations laid in 2016. 

May God bless you all!

Adriaan Jagersma,

General Director ACT

Lars Molin and Adriaan Jagersma   

(June 2016)

Foreword

ACT Head Office (Sweden) 

ACT Support Office (UK) 

ACT Country Office (Tunisia)
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1.1 Vision - Mission

ACT is a Christian development organisation that works to bring about transformation in the lives of people 

in Tunisia who are marginalised, vulnerable or disadvantaged, in the groups that work with them, and in 

the society in which they live, at reasonable cost.

1.2  ACT Approach

ACT believes in a transformational approach to development and aims for a process of positive change 

in values, attitudes, and relationships. We hope to see people, communities, and societies move towards 

fullness of life with dignity, justice, peace, and hope, reflected in the social, physical, and spiritual aspects 

of life.

1.3 ACT Values

Service

We believe that service is a very powerful antidote 

to this world’s problems of violence, cynicism, and 

selfishness. For many of our partners, ACT staff are 

seen as members of their community because ‘You 

come and ‘be’ with us; you don’t just come and tell 

us what to do; you help us live it out!’

Integrity

We believe that it is our responsibility to support 

the people we serve to the best of our ability, 

wholeheartedly, honouring our commitments and 

being faithful to them.

Affirmation

We believe that all people are important and have 

the right to live a dignified life. No one is too 

bad, or handicapped, or poor, or marginalized in 

society to be deprived of love and hope. We value 

and affirm people’s knowledge, experience, and 

contribution to the process of development.

Participation

We believe that where decisions are being made 

about people, those people should be engaged in 

the process. This produces synergy and a sense of 

ownership which are essential in development. 

1.   Profile of ACT
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Constructions in 2017

Based on evaluations and the identified 

achievements in 2016, the priorities for 2017 

are building on the foundations laid in 2016. A 

change of focus which could be summarized as a 

move from “Foundation to Construction” or “from 

knowing to doing”. 

In 2017 we plan to integrate the Transformational 

Development approach into how we construct our 

projects through planning, implementation and 

monitoring/ evaluation.

In 2017 we plan to construct tools to monitor and 

evaluate our activities.

In 2017 we plan to construct an “ACT Capacity 

Building Program” to increase the capacity of 

ministries and local organisations by guiding them 

in technical and organisational issues. 

In 2017 we plan to further construct an ACT profile 

and branding through the website, ACT Updates 

and Social Media. 

Foundations in 2016

In 2016 ACT focused on the priorities identified in 

ACT 2020. As most of the priorities were focusing 

on some of the fundamentals and basics in ACT, 

“Foundation” was used as the main theme for 2016. 

To give our staff an increased engagement and a 

foundational understanding of Transformational 

Development, we met four times throughout the 

year for conversations and learning together. 

Foundational are also our relationships with 

partners at all levels. During 2016 all sectors 

managed to strengthen and deepen existing 

partnerships and new relationships with several 

organisations were established (see details in the 

project reports).  

Organisationally we have now a broader foundation 

with twelve new people recruited in 2016, an 

updated and reviewed Operation Manual, new 

identified donors and better international financial 

structures.

1.4  ACT 2020

In 2020 we as ACT want to be Transformational in what we do (our Activities), Professional in how we do it 

(our Central Organisation) and Intentional about who is doing it and why (our Teams). 

To reach this goal we have developed a Strategic Plan for 2016-2020 (called ACT 2020). We believe it will 

give ACT direction for the years ahead and inspire people to join ACT.
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2.1 Rural Development

In 2016 the Rural Development sector was mainly operational in the dry and arid South through the Water 

for Life project.  In addition ACT started some research in the spring of 2016 to identify new areas of work 

with the aim to empower farmers in South Tunisia to optimize assets and improve the environment by 

providing innovative water technologies, agriculture resources, and livelihood training. 

This research, that lasted throughout the year, included: networking with relevant administrations and 

a research institute for arid zones, researching the main problematics of the Tunisian South: aridity and 

droughts, salty waters, and desertification; research on alternative crops; field visits to a few innovative 

producers; investment support to a pioneer farmer who started a Moringa tree production; selection of a 

target rural community and meeting with the population. As a result of the research, ACT aims to start a 

new programme in 2017. 

“You are more than a project.” 

ACT staff member to a farmer in the South.

One of the farmers told us that he is very impressed by the impact of the diffuser (buried irrigation) system 

but that he was even more impressed by the engagement of the ACT staff. The farmer said that during 

the last 5 years many associations, foreign and local, had stopped in their village to see their need and 

to offer a list of possible solutions. Until now not one of them had come back to follow up the first initial 

conversations but ACT was the first to really do what they said they would do. 

“You gave us time to express ourselves, to see our dreams of recovering the heritage of our father and 

grandfathers, to see this region again green. After teaching us how to use the systems you came back 

regularly to check that the tasks were done. We see now so many results with the trees, with the water 

tank, with the new plants, protection to our land. A lot of work but God has blessed us”.
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Beneficiaries: Small scale farmers in arid South 

Project Results: Water for Life Project:

Result 1: Improved tree irrigation of local farmers in the Matmata region:

  •  68 small farmers supported with 3690 diffusers and of 1150 trees improved with this 
irrigation system.  

Result 2: Enhanced harvesting, storage and management of rainwater 

  •  4 water tanks improved with the roof for 4 farmers
  •  9 cisterns improved, for 5 farmers
  •  3 big water tank built; each of 36 cubic meter, for 4 farmers
  •  4 small water tanks built; each 9 cubic meter, for 4 farmers 
  •  Total capacity increased approximatively with 200 meters cubic

Result 3: Increased agricultural resources that conserve the arid environment.  

  •  help with news plants Aloe Vera and Moringa provided
  •  22 families received material to improve stables for sheep and goats 
 

Result 4: Increased income and improved rural livelihoods through training of farmers

  •  14 training meetings on health, nutrition, micro-enterprise, handcraft etc.
  •  3 closing events with total of approximately 80 people all given two olive trees

Project Partner(s): Union Tunisienne de L’Agriculture et de la Pêche (UTAP)

UTAP is a national professional organisation, bringing farmers and fishermen together for 

mutual help and support. Their agricultural focus is on the large number of medium and 

small farmers, seeking to promote their involvement in agricultural development.

Project Locations: Old Matmata, New Matmata, Beni Zelten, Zelten & Zaraoua

Sector Budget 2016: 52.873 TND

Donors: PMI / Private donations

Outlook 2017: Aim for 2017 is to complete the research and assessment phase and start a new 

community based Rural Development project. This project will be implemented in 

partnership with the regional agricultural administration (CRDA). Signing a partnership 

with the CRDA, completing the community based assessments, visiting the women in the 

village, finalising the designing and planning of the programme and approaching donors 

are all planned activities for 2017. 
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2.2 Disability Sector 

In the disability sector ACT wants to see a transformed Tunisian society of inclusion which will give dignity 

to people with disabilities. We do this by empowering people with special needs and their networks as we 

walk alongside local partners. We also challenge inequality and seek opportunities to promote human 

rights.

In 2016 ACT started in the Disability Sector a three year SIDA-funded program with a right-based approach 

and a focus on Inclusion and Advocacy. The aim is to help people with special needs to be more included 

in work (Professional Inclusion), learning (Educational Inclusion) and their families and local societies 

(Family Inclusion).  In order to achieve this we enable people with special needs to speak up for themselves 

(Self-Advocacy) and lobby with duty bearers, like ministries and institutes, to fulfil their duties (Advocacy). 

“The self-representation seminar 

changed my attitude, helping me 

to continue to believe in it, to work 

on what works, and on my child’s 

abilities”, the mother of a person with 

a disability shared after a meeting.

“Three of the people taking part 

on the internship program are 

doing very well. They are showing 

great commitment and sense of 

responsibility and are highly praised”, 

a mentor in the internship program for 

people with disabilities told us. In one 

specific case the mentor is planning to 

hire the intern permanently.

“The best thing about ACT projects is that I, and my colleagues, have started working in partnership with 

another association in town. In the past we worked separately”, an educator said.

“This meeting helped me a lot. I don’t feel alone anymore!” many parents mentioned after a meeting for 

parents of people with disabilities.

“During the match I didn’t play all I could because there were several girls playing in the opposing team”, a 

young man, connected to the Football project, said after a match. This was a game between associations of 

people with special needs. His comment showed empathy and sensitivity and awareness of the difference 

in strength and age.

“I am so proud of this report, and grateful for your help”, said a director of a partner association. He 

proudly showed us their new student report they had prepared following the ACT suggested approach 

based on capacities. It was great to see him applying this method that centres on acquiring capacities 

instead of trying to ‘fix’ weak points!
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Beneficiaries: People with disabilities and the community around them (families, associations).

Projects: Professional Inclusion: 
•  Identified 10 new candidates and started with each an income generating project
•  Selected 4 potential centers. These centers submitted proposals for help in their 
workshops.
•  Met with local partners to select candidates for internships.  After training of mentors 3 
internship programs were started with young people in the North West.

Educational Inclusion:
•  Established and implemented training programs and training events.
•  A baseline survey conducted with 7 local partners in the North-West and as a result 4 
activity plans agreed and started with to increase educational inclusion.

Family Inclusion:
•  Participated in the forming of 4 support groups for parents of persons with disability in 
the North West. These groups meet 2-4 times per year to discuss different topics and to be 
trained. 

Self-Advocacy & Advocacy Networks:  
•  Empowered people and initiated meetings for self-advocacy work in partnership with 
local associations. 
•  Produced 4 professional short videos in the Medenine area as part of media training and 
self-advocacy.

Systematic Advocacy    
•  Advocated for rights for people with disabilities by doing regular visits to key 
government organizations: Ministry of Social Affairs, Ministry of Education, and of 
Vocational Training; the National Institute for Special Education – ISES - UTAIM National. 

Capacity Building
•  Conducted surveys of training needs among local associations.
•  Organized a training program for capacity building in the North West and in the Jarid 
areas.

Project Partner(s): We work in partnership with:
•  National level associations such as UTAIM – Union Tuinsienne d’Aide aux Insuffisants 
Mentaux and the Ministry of Social Affairs. 
•  UNESI – Union Nationale des Écoles Spécialisées et Inclusives.
•  Association Al Amal for Autism, Medenine.
•  ATAS - Association Tunisienne d’Aide aux Sourds, 
•  Ibn Sina (Avicenne) - Association Médico Psychothérapique – Sfax.
•  VIVA Karama, and our trainers: Mohamed Abid and Abdelaziz Fadhli.

Project Locations: Interior regions of North West, Central and Southern Tunisia.

Sector Budget 2016: 93.774 TND

Donors & Supporters:  SIDA (Swedish International Development Agency)

Outlook 2017: 2017 will be the second year of three years program with an ongoing focus on Inclusion 
and Advocacy including, but not limited to :
•  Professional Inclusion: start new internship programs for people with special needs
•  Educational Inclusion: continue the coaching of educators of local partners
•  Family Inclusion: moral support for parents of people with disabilities.

Advocacy
•  The formation of self-help groups and community mobilization as well as the exchange 
of experiences of advocacy and self-representation in Tunisia. 
•  Participation in lobbying and disability campaigns.

Strengthening the capacity of our partners and ACT:
•  Capacity Building program for local partners in North-West and Jarid area
•  Monitoring & Evaluation Training for ACT staff.
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2.3 Health Sector 

In 2016 the Health Sector saw the work make a move north with a return to Tunis. Reacquaintance with the 

National Cancer Hospital where the most serious cases are seen was a reminder of the need here. Sadly 

for 25-50% of patients the need is for palliative care as diagnosis comes too late for possible curative 

treatment.  The hospital and many associations are addressing the problem of late diagnosis, encouraging 

screening and public awareness.  However, palliative care will always be needed, and 2016 saw ACT 

working mainly in the National Cancer Hospital to address this need through modelling and training.

“You made him smile!” -  comment by a ward nurse to an ACT nurse about a young man with perhaps weeks 

to live who now was waiting to go home for the final time. He had been described as ‘aggressive’ by the 

ward nurse. The ACT nurse sat at his level and spoke with him about his home and family in her broken 

Arabic.  He smiled as he spoke about his brother who was coming to take him home. 

“You came around with MaQruth!” – taking sweet cakes round to patients on the ward on one occasion 

was commented on by families and patients. One lady in particular reminds us of that day as she returns 

regularly for treatment.  Sharing food with the staff, who also live with their patients’ pain and suffering 

each day they come to work, has also helped relationships grow and facilitating discussion of some 

difficult issues.  
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Beneficiaries: People suffering from progressive serious illnesses and their families, nurses, doctors, 

paramedical and social workers

Projects: Gabes Palliative Care Centre

•  5 visits & 12+ phone contacts made by ACT in 2016 for advice and offers of practical 
support with the basic goal of promoting independence and growth of the local 

association.

•  Local committee now debriefs staff and runs the Centre.   

National Cancer Hospital Tunis [ISA]

•  Nurse training, 2 mornings/week ACT worked alongside nursing staff, initially 
researching needs and relationship building. 

•  Opportunistic training on pain done with nursing staff. Head nurse looking to develop 
training programme involving ACT and ward staff for 2017.

Doctors 

•  English (medical) Journal Club [EJC] began in December, 20+ doctors in total attended, 
discussing palliative care, ethics, team working etc.   

Home nursing provision

•  ACT arranged an assessment visit by Buurtzorg group in March to look at how to provide 
home nursing. They decided the hospital was a priority.

•  ACT re-established contact with Health Centre staff from south of Tunis trained in PC in 
2013, encouraging them to network and continue providing PC.

•  Possible pilot home nursing project discussed with one Health Centre for 2017. 
ATSP [Tunisian Association for promotion of Palliative Care] 
•  ACT helped with a training programme in pain and palliative care for six 5th year 
medical students preparing for an elective in Sudan.

Diabetes

•  ACT facilitated a group of ex-pat medical professionals with a common interest in 
diabetes care. Our goal is to improve public and professional awareness and knowledge by 

researching needs and opportunities.

Project Partner(s): We work in partnership with:

•  ATSP Tunis and Gabès, who seeks to promote knowledge about palliative care among 
health professionals and encourage a new approach towards those needing palliative care. 

•  Medical oncology section of the National Cancer Hospital, Tunis. ACT has been granted 
permission to give training in palliative care, working alongside medical staff.

Project Locations: Tunis and Gabès

Sector Budget 2016: 1.208 TND

Donors & Supporters: Buurtzorg (Dutch Homecare Organization), private donations

Outlook 2017: 2017 continues with the overall aim of improving patient care on three fronts for the PC 

project:

•  National Cancer Hospital, Tunis: Continuing EJC to encourage good practice and 
networking among doctors; developing ward training with nurses alongside the dedicated 

head nurse.

•  Home care: Researching pilot home nursing project with Health Centre in south of Tunis.
•  Education: 2 nursing schools expressed interest in ACT helping with nurse training, 
particularly in PC. These along with opportunities to teach doctors will be pursued to 

encourage good healthcare practice.

•  The return of a doctor to Tunis in the second half of 2017 will also renew possibilities for 
work in diabetes care.
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2.4 At Risk Sector 

Several groups of people in the Tunisian society are at risk and live in the margins of society. The At Risk 

Sector works with people who are ranging from abandoned babies, female prisoners, mothers without 

family support and elderly people. 

In 2016 ACT had a focus on helping female inmates in different prisons in Kef, Djendouba and Sfax. The 

aim is to offer the inmates an opportunity to spend their time in prison with dignity and to prepare them 

for a better future once they are released. Women in Sfax and El Kef received official certificates from the 

Ministry of Professional Training after completing the sewing training. Besides this vocational training, 

sessions were organised in the prison to raise awareness on subjects like women’s health, domestic 

violence and women’s rights. A new partnership agreement was signed with Association Viva Karama 

in Sfax aiming to support women after their release from prison, through small projects, training and 

psychological and social support.

“I am so grateful to build my life up again, even if it is in the prison. I did traditional carpet work, but now 

my dream is to make jewellery”, said Meriam.

Meriam arrived at the prison completely broken in mind, spirit and body. She has spent her whole married 

life under a very violent husband, suffering all kinds of traumas. Her children suffered as well.  After years 

of beatings, she took revenge and for this reason she is facing a long prison sentence. After a few weeks in 

prison, we invited Meriam to be part of our vocational training. What a joy it is to see the difference in her 

life. She is no longer broken, but instead well integrated at the training session. She is a quick learner and 

has improved her creativity a lot. Every time we see Meriam in the atelier she shows so much gratitude, we 

clearly see that her dignity is back. 

Noura is a very loving and special woman caring for several people, one of them seriously ill, despite her 

limited resources. 

Noura lives in a very poor household just big enough for her daughter and her 9-year-old granddaughter, 
the joy of the family. We met her through our family project, in which she received animals to support her 

household. What makes Noura so special is her love and care for her daughter, who has been bedridden for 

more than 8 years due to a very serious neurological problem. 
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Beneficiaries: Mothers without family support, female prisoners, elderly people, abandoned babies, 

poor families, women victims of domestic violence, children with social problems and 

those who have failed at the educational system. 

Projects: 1.  Prison Projects 

•  Vocational training in Kef, Djendouba and Sfax prison with 2 sewing groups a week. 

Over 30 women participated and some women had never done any sewing before, but are 

now able to create beautiful and good quality products.

•  Clothes and new models for exposition and sales were produced and sold at expositions. 

50% of the income with the women was shared generating an income and giving the 

women a sense of achievement.

•  Special trainings offered; decorating ceramics using treads and 6 weeks of jewellery 

training. 

•  One of the guardians of the Jenduba prison is taking a course to become a sewing 

trainer. Meanwhile another guardian is helping with some basic training.

2.  Family Projects

•  Followed up income generating projects with disadvantaged families whose children are 

placed at the Children’s Centre in El Kef.

•  At this centre they also received social and physiologic support.  

•  We worked in partnership with the Ministry of Women and the Family.

3.  Elderly Home Project

•  ACT identified the young association “Femme et Progress” in Kef as a new potential 

partner to continue some of the work in the elderly home (APPA Dar Moussin) that ACT 

started.  

Project Partner(s): We work in partnership with:

•  Ministry of Women and the Family

•  Ministry of  Social Affairs

•  Ministry of Justice through local civil prisons in Sfax, El Kef and Jendouba.

•  Associations working with mothers without family support. 

•  Association des Femmes et Citoyenneté  - Association of Women Citizens

•  Home for the Elderly, El Kef.

•  Association Viva Karama  Sfax.

Project Locations: Sfax, El Kef, Jendouba and Gabès

Sector Budget 2016: 40.256 TND

Donors & Supporters: Tracy Fehr Fundraising Event, HfB, IA, private donations

Outlook 2017: ACT is committed to continue its prison project work in 2017 and will seek active 

partnership with the Ministries and local partners to explore new areas of helping female 

inmates to integrate well into society. 

ACT is committed in 2017 to look to ways in how to launch the new version of The 

Livelihood Project for mothers without family support.
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Balance Sheet 2016

Summary figures, rounded to nearest Tunisian Dinars

As at 31/12/2016 As at 31/12/2015

Assets

Current Assets

Cash in Hand and at Bank 92.885 148.337

Accounts Receivable 4.870 4.849

Prepayments and other current 
assets

110.937 9.848

Other Debtors 2.420 3.420

TOTAL  CURRENT ASSETS 211.112 166.454

Non-Current Assets (Net) 69.154 35.861

Total Assets 280.265 202.315

LIABILITIES

Creditors

Accounts Payable 2.541 658

Other Creditors 4.873 6.806

TOTAL CURRENT  LIABILITIES 7.414 7.464

NET ASSETS 272.851 194.850

Equity

Unrestricted Equity 60.915 31.074

Restricted

At Risk equity funds 16.145 29.801

People Special Needs equity funds 1.009 1.009

Sida - People Special Needs 26.965 0

Health equity funds 59.198 46.615

Rural Development equity funds 18.952 24.063

122.268 101.488

Reserves 25.650 25.650

Special Reserve 45.960 33.049

3.590 0

Net income for the year 14.469 3.590

Equity Total 272.851 194.850

Total Equity & Liabilities 280.265 202.315

3.   Financial Statements
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Income and Expenditure 2016

Amounts shown rounded to nearest whole Tunisian Dinars

Period reported 01 Jan to

31/12/2016 31/12/2015

Contribution from Organisations 223.659 133.250

Membership fees 46.450 49.059

Other social assistance 22.631 28.532

Total Income 292.740 210.842

Cost of Projects 112.213 110.443

Administrative costs 53.993 46.547

Travel Expenses 25.377 35.850

Salary 29.373 22.092

Governance costs 3.320 7.963

Depreciation and amortization 8.550 2.839

Other operating expenses 12.406 12.511

Total ordinary expenses 245.233 238.244

Income less ordinary Expenses 47.507 (27.403)

Net financial expenses (7.006) (9.338)

Other operating income (26.032) 40.330

Other operating losses 0 0

Contributions Less other expenses 14.469 3.590

Income tax 0 0

Net contributions over expenses 14.469 3.590
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ACT Sector Based Project Survey 2016

Amounts shown rounded to nearest whole Tunisian Dinars

Class Description 2015 Income Expenses Current 
YR

Current 
YR

FBA’S 31-12-
2016

C/f 
equity

Jan-Dec 
2016

Jan-Dec 
2016

Balance Plus 
Equity

Net Final 
Balance

1 Personel 0 47.955 6.628 41.327 41.327 (41.327) 0

2 Offices 0 22.010 49.303 (27.293) (27.293) 27.293 0

3 At Risk 29.801 26.601 40.256 (13.656) 16.145 0 16.145

SIDA Project 0 120.739 93.774 26.965 26.965 0 26.965

4 Disability (non SIDA) 1.009 0 0 0 1.009 0 1.009

5 Health 46.615 13.790 1.208 12.582 59.198 0 59.198

6 Rural Development 24.063 47.762 52.873 (5.111) 18.952 0 18.952

7 In House funds 31.074 2.871 (3.438) 6.308 37.382 23.533 60.915

8 Reserves 58.699 0 15.090 (15.090) 43.610 28.000 71.610

9 Retained Earnings 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.590

Grand Totals 191.260 281.727 255.695 26.032 217.293 37.499 254.792

Net income 3.590 14.469

Total 194.850 281.727 255.695 26.032 217.293 37.499 272.851
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Donors and Supporters, Thank You!

The support and passion of many partners, donors, friends and staff have been the foundations for the 

work of ACT in 2016. Through a very diverse group of people we see all of ACT work being supported:

Some of you have a passion to develop the rural parts of Tunisia and have therefore contributed to make 

life better for people that struggle at the country side. Others of you want to increase the quality of life 

for people with special needs. The At Risk sector continues to develop and it has been amazing to see 

how many of you have a heart for female inmates and single mothers and want them to do better in life. 

The Health program is vital for people that face great challenges in their personal and family life. Your 

involvement has helped engage local medical staff into better care for these patients.

Thank you so much for your ongoing generosity in giving, praying and communicating with us through this 

past year. You have created many unique opportunities for Tunisians to be equipped for a better life, to 

work more closely together and to be trained in life lasting new skills.   

Thank you for standing by our side!

If you would like to support ACT with a donation, please make a bank transfer to our account in Sweden:

Bank:   Länsförsäkringar Bank, Drottninggatan 4, 701 10 Örebro, Sweden 

   (or Box 234, 701 44 Örebro Sweden)

Account Holder: Association for Cooperation and Transformation

Clearing No:  9024
Account No:  2262351

IBAN:   SE20 9020 0000 0902 4226 2351
BIC/SWIFT code: ELLFSESS
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CONTACT

Association for Cooperation and Transformation

Head Office Sweden:  Box 1327, 701 13 Örebro, Sweden

Web: www.actdev.org

E-mail: tunis@actdev.org

Phone: +216 71849266

Country Offices Tunisia: 

Office Tunis       Office El Kef

3, Rue Descartes, El Omrane     Espace Zoghlami, 

1005, Tunis       3eme étage, bureau 6

Postal address:        BP 62, 7100, El Kef 

BP 145, Cedex, 1080 Tunis      Phone:  +216 78 224 920

Office Sfax       Office Gabes

6, Rue Ezzahra El Bousten     238, Cite El Manara,

3099 Sfax       6011 GABES

   

ACT is registered in Sweden and Tunisia (visa 27, Ministry of the Interior, 

15/1/88). ACT works under the financial and technical agreement 

between the Tunisian and Swedish Governments of 12th May 1973.


